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Olivier Giugni, the renowned floral artist, presents stunning portraits of his sumptuous creations in a

variety of private homes, along with detailed descriptions of their design and placementâ€”and

recipes for a dozen of his signature arrangements.Life is color and color is life. This is the mantra of

Olivier Giugni, founder and owner of Lâ€™Olivier, the sleek floral design atelier in Manhattan. Far

from Brignoles, the ProvenÃ§al village where he grew up, Olivier reimagines the warmth, whimsy,

style, and bursts of color from his native France in a singularly contemporary fashion, and in doing

so, he has become one of the New York areaâ€™s most beloved and acclaimed floral

designers.Created from a breathtaking range of organic and sustainable material, Olivierâ€™s work

becomes living sculpture, drawing from and reflecting back the signature elements of its surrounding

environment. True to this vision, his gorgeous, lush arrangements of dramatic flowers and plants

inspire and transform every space they occupy.In Living Art, Olivier walks readers through the

homes of eighteen of his clients as well as his own, pointing out how their art, furnishings, and

design preferences engage in a call-and-response with his unique arrangements. Along the way,

Olivierâ€™s creative thought process is revealed, showing how composition, color, texture, and

fragrance can have a subtle yet decisive impact on the energy of a room, enhancing and elevating

mood and moment.Living Artâ€™s spectacular images illuminate this master floristâ€™s aesthetic

approach in an accessible way. A gift for experienced arrangers or novices just learning to work with

flowers, the book includes recipes for twelve of Olivierâ€™s unique arrangements, offering novel

ways to style flowers, plants, and foliageâ€”from cascade to orchid garden to bouquet. The poetic,

playful creativity featured in Living Art will move and spark the imagination of all those who are

passionate about flowers.
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This has to be my most favourite book for floral design. I have spent hours upon hours buried in

these pages of pure inspiration. It teaches you to see a 'space' through different eyes; nuances

within a room or a piece of art on the wall. These become the pivoting point for your imagination to

then create and arrange flowers to compliment a space.I love his 'recipes' at the back! Simple and

to the point. If you enjoy designing flowers with a modern sculptural slant then this is really

wonderful.Enjoy.Nicki Barratt

Living Art is a perfect gift for friends and family who have a discerning eye for beauty. The color

photography reveals the most stunning floral arrangements set in some of NYC's favorite

landmarks. Olivier urges the reader to find his/hers own style with tips and recipes. This book

reminds us of the uplifting power flowers have on our moods, and how they can enhance our

environment and relationships.

This is an inspirational book and I feel a book to follow for floral design.I love the seasonal

arrangemants and even though they look amazing they areachievable. I have copied some and felt

very chuffed with the outcomes.

dear all - never had before such a tasteful book in my posession - it will have a place of honor in our

orangerie - the floral arrangements are of an extraordinary symplicity & beauty - the photographs

are outstandingc t kaderliles rochescartigny (near geneva)switzerland12th february 2011

Terrific book with excellent photographs and and countless ideas for flower arranging. A great

addition to any garden library, perfect for the coffee table, or a wonderful gift to the budding florist.

Great photos and inspiration

Pictures are great and design of arrangements are great I just expected more and that is why I rated

it so low. I just expected more.
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